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Introduction
The unprecedented growth in data volumes has necessitated an efficient approach to data backup and
recovery. This document is intended to provide details on the stipulations of data backup and retrieval
operations for critical servers.

Policy
The Office of Technology recognizes that the backup and maintenance of data for servers are critical to
the viability and operations of the respective departments. It is essential that certain basic standard
practices be followed to ensure that data files are backed up on a regular basis.

Procedures
Each datacenter has at least one physical backup server that is managed and maintained by OTECH. The
backup servers currently deployed has either an LTO4 or LTO6 backup tape device and library attached
to it or has access to a network array storage (NAS) dedicated for disk-to-disk-to-tape backup. The type
of backup varies with the type of server and the volume of data to be backed up.
The backup software used to control the backup processes is Symantec Backup Exec 2012 or 2014. The
OTECH systems support team ensures that all backups are completed successfully and reviews the
backup process on all servers daily. Logs are maintained to verify the amount of data backed up and the
unsuccessful backup occurrences.
The backup process will be deployed and maintained by the OTECH systems support team, unless
directed otherwise by the CTO.

Backup Content
The content of data backed up varies from server-to-server. The primary data that will be backed up are:
Data files designated by the respective owners of the servers and in some instances System Data
(Application files for the server and other selected software installed on the server). Data to be backed
up will be listed by location and specific data sources.
Because it is impractical for the OTECH systems support to backup every bit of data stored on the
servers, the only data that OTECH accepts responsibility for is the critical data files identified by the
respective owners of the servers. If a server’s respective owner does not identify the critical data sets to
backup, OTECH will use their judgement to determine the best backup deployment method. OTECH
does not assume responsibility for any critical data sets that are not requested to be backed up by the
respective owners.

Backup Types
With the precipitous growth of OTECH’s virtual environments, it is impossible that every server will be
backed up daily. The volume of the data files to be backed up and the frequency of data updates or
changes will determine the type of backup to be deployed.
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Full Backup
Includes all the source files. This method is a full copy of a server’s entire data set, including system
state. This method is deployed to critical servers at least once a week.

Differential Backup
Includes files identified by the respective owners that have changed since the last full backup or
incremental backup. The difference between differential and incremental backups is that differential
backups are cumulative. After a differential backup, each subsequent differential backup backs up the
same files as the previous differential backup, but it also backs up any new files or changed files dating
back to the last full backup or incremental backup.

Incremental Backup
Includes only the files that have changed since the last full or incremental backup. The difference
between incremental and differential backups is that incremental backups are not cumulative. Each
incremental backup creates a baseline. After the incremental backup, the subsequent incremental
backup or differential backup backs up only any new files or changes dating back to the baseline.

Storage and Retention of Tapes
Tapes are stored in one of OTECH’s secured datacenters. Tapes are retained based on a programs
guidelines and statutes. If there is no mandate to maintain a program’s backed up data set, then tapes
may be deleted and reused at the discretion of the respective owner’s request and approval.

Backup Supplies
Each department is responsible for procuring their own set of backup supplies, to include Backup Server
license & support and LTO4 or LTO6 tapes and bar code labels. Agencies may contact OTECH to assist in
obtaining formal quotes for backup media supplies. OTECH will not be held liable for backups that do
not complete due to depleted media supplies.
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